
Connect Clients to Services
Salesforce HHS Case Management 
 
Introduction

Human Services is all about helping people navigate and access the services they need to improve their 
lives. Yet, too often, outdated legacy systems keep caseworkers and managers stuck at their desks instead 
of spending time with clients, while the process of sharing information with third-party service providers is 

laborious and unreliable. 
 
Salesforce HHS Case Management is built using the Customer Success Platform this is available on Salesforce’s  
FedRAMP approved Government Cloud. Deploy secure, modern, mobile case management capabilities that 
empower caseworkers, service providers, and any partner to deliver client-centric care.

Challenges

Health and human services (HHS) government agencies are under rising pressure as the need for their services continues to rise without a 

corresponding increase in budget.  HHS agencies face three major challenges.  First, states, counties, and cities are seeing a rising demand for 

social services. Second, it is difficult for people to navigate through the current systems, in a time when customer experiences with many other 

types of services have gotten substantially simpler.  Clients still have to fill out with paper forms, wait in long lines, and deal with complex policies 

that force people to understand government programs and organization charts rather than helping them get the assistance they need.  Third, in 

this day and age, the technology used by HHS agencies is often terribly outdated.  Caseworkers’ systems make  it burdensome to report on the 

work they do, instead of automating processes and helping them to be more efficient.

In order to address these challenges, we are pleased to present a solution to help deliver a robust and complete HHS Case Management system 

that will give government agencies a client-centric, complex case management application. HHS Case Management unlocks data, enables mobile 

workflows and delivers faster time-to-value, all  in the name of better care.
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Components of the HHS Case Management Solution

The Salesforce HHS Case Management solution is a pre-built application which runs on the 
Salesforce Customer Success platform. Designed to meet the complex case management needs 
of Health and Human Services agencies, this application can significantly reduce the amount of 
time to deploy a case management solution, as compared to traditional on premises solutions 
or even custom development on the Salesforce platform.

The solution comes complete with everything an organization would expect to get with an off-
the-shelf application, including product documentation, customer support and a community of 
other customers with whom to share best practices. What’s more, customers benefit from three 
new product upgrades each year with new features and enhancements designed for Health and 
Human Services agencies, resulting in a lower total cost of ownership for your agency.

Client-Centric View of People and Families

Give caseworkers a people-centric view of the people, families, and households they serve. A complete  record of  all interactions 

for a person or family is stored in one place, making it easier to understand the past history that may be relevant to a case. And a 

genogram-like visual relationship graph allows caseworkers to view the connections among family members and other important 

relationships, helping employees gain the full picture of a client’s circumstances.

Guided Intake Processes

Walk employees through a step-by-step process to capture the information needed to complete intake. These guided processes 

include branching logic, so only the necessary questions are shown, depending on a person’s circumstances. Rules enforcing data 

quality can be applied so data is captured correctly the first time, reducing re-work. Intake forms can also be exposed to citizens for 

self-service on the web or mobile devices. Intake can support multiple languages.

Eligibility Calculations

Compute a client or family’s eligibility for benefits with a calculation service by taking the data captured during the Intake process 

and running it through a logical series of calculation steps. Track a full history of eligibility determinations for a client or household 

over time. These calculations can be defined by an administrator without requiring any code, and administrators have the ability to 

version rules to track changes to eligibility calculations over time.

Complex Case Management

Once a client has been approved for assistance, track the full case lifecycle in one place with a set of tools optimized to help the 

caseworker. Pull existing information about a person into the file to reduce redundant data entry, and develop a complete record 

of all participant interactions over time. Equip caseworkers with the information they need to best serve their clients, including best 

practices at every step of the process.

Assessments and Service Planning

Measure the progress of the people you serve towards their desired outcomes, with the assessments and service planning 

capabilities of the solution. Digitize any assessment instruments that your caseworkers currently use, and allow them to complete 

the assessments on a mobile device in the field. Service planning tools allow caseworkers   to see all the assistance being provided 

to a client in once place, track the case budget and see the progress a  client is making towards targeted outcomes.
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Service Provider Management

Maintain a robust directory of all agency-contracted service providers, including service locations, services provided at each location, 

and service hours. Where desired, agencies can give providers access to update this information in order to keep it as current as 

possible. In addition, the solution allows agencies to track key personnel, contracts and credentials for each provider and trigger 

updates and reminders when any of these are due to be renewed.

Client and Provider Portals

With a secure portal for Service Providers, agencies can give providers access to appropriate tools to maintain their own information 

and view information about the participants they serve. Where desired, agencies can also offer online access to participants to keep 

their own information up to date, communicate with their caseworker and service providers, and view the details of the assistance 

they are receiving.

KEY BENEFITS 

Get a complete view of the people you serve with a people-centric application

Improve data quality & reduce re-work

Faster time to deploy with a cloud-based application

Ongoing innovation provided in the form of three annual upgrades 

Enable mobile caseworkers to get their work done anywhere

Develop true insights with robust, flexible reporting tools
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To learn more about this solution, please call (844)807-8829


